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pitch

Wars do not all have the same issue.

synopsis

In a world devastated by war!
where violence is the only law!
Brian, Joff, Mike and Sandy have only three minutes!
A nuclear holocaust threatens mankind!
Are these four kids pass their mission before mealtime?

Director’s statement
From a very young age, we are all confronted to violence. At the beginning, my project was a reflection on the following conclusion: the relationship I have with war, how it affects me, the way my imagination relates to it; which is
very different from when I was a child. My friends and I were playing war in all its forms, and our games were about
great warriors.
Today, even if I don’t tolerate war in anyway and make it clear in my speeches, I often find myself experiencing the
excitement of a child when I watch action movies showing violent scenes and scenes of disasters.
The short film that I directed, attempts to bring us back to these great warriors. During the daily games of my childhood, we were picturing ourselves as these heroes from the Hollywood action movies. We relive those moments of
childhood bliss in this picture.
The end of the short film shows the child confronted to the adults’ world, a world that has forgotten the joy of these
war games.

Sylvain Renou

Sylvain Renou writer, director, producer
Born in 1982, Sylvain Renou began his career with an apprenticeship as a decorator. After his apprenticeship, he completed a two-year course at the Arts School of Vevey in the field of « Visual Communication «. Following his graduation
in 2005, he worked in « Zap design”, an interior design office, as an interior and graphic designer. In 2006, he opened
his own office in communication called “Renou”.
Moreover, Sylvain Renou has never stopped acting in theater from the age of fifteen. He has several years of work experience in a team of improvisational theater (Improv).
From 2001 to 2006, he collaborated with Alain Borek writing, staging and interpreting four full length theater shows.
This experience has enabled him to acquire writing skills needed for a script.
All of his professional and personal activities pushed him in 2013 to make his first independent short film « SAVE THE
WORLD « for which he had to manage an entire team. This experience made him realize that communication, management capacity, social networking and entrepreneurship are the skills needed for this type of project. With this first
experience and convinced to have found his way, Sylvain has already begun work on his next film project.

Production crew :

writer, director, producer
Sylvain Renou
actors
Léandro Da Silva
Camila Cardenas
Kevin Mbumba
Kevin Quélal
Laurence Amy
Gil Pidoux
Baptiste Coustenoble
Christian Knecht
Karim Slama
Marie-Pierre Constant
Mélanie Bauer

sound
Cédric Simon
Olivier Lübkemann
costume designer and props
Zoé BéBoux
maquillage
Séverine Irondelle
1er assistant réalisation
Patrick Graber
1er assistant caméra
Maxime Raymond

Voices
Laurianne Gilliéron
Douglas Fowley jr
Joseph Areddy
Gérald Perera

2ème assistant caméra
Benoit Monney

director of photography
Joseph Areddy

stagiaire électro
Eldiar Bektenov

original music composer
Christophe Gonet

Scripte
Dominique Gigon

électro
Max Descloux

Régisseuse générale
Odile Cantero
Régisseur
Juliette Bauer
Vincent Bezençon
Marion Chabloz
Yann Marguet
Production exécutive
Patrick Graber
editor
Gregory Pescia
Sound editor
Cédric Simon
sound mixing
Cédric Simon
color grading
Joshua Preiswerk
Joseph Areddy

Avec la participation financière ou matérielle de :
Acoustique Riponne, Lausanne; ADP Organisation SA, Belmont; Art Com & Partners, Lausanne; Le Chalet des Enfants,Le Mont-sur-Lausanne; Ecole
de Théâtre Diggelmann, Lausanne; E-Easy-life, Cugy; La Grange de Dorigny, Chavannes-près-Renens; Monkey records, Romanel-sur-Morges; Owl
Productions, Lausanne; Parking du Grand-Bois, Lausanne; Saveurs et couleurs, Renens, Lausanne; SFFN Service des forêts, de la faune et de la Nature,
Lausanne; Visuals, Meyrin; Zooscope, Lausanne
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Technical data
original title Save the world
english title Save the world

cinematographic genre short film fiction
length 00:09:20

shooting format HDVcam

screening formats 2k DCP 2.85:1 scope stereo
media file .mov

DVD PAL région 0
rate 25 fps

original language english and french
subtitles english or french

production country Switzerland
production year 2013

websites www.radianceproduction.ch

www.facebook.com/savetheworld.movie
@STW_movie

no children were harmed
during the filming :-)
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